
Medical Coding Simplified.
About Nym
Nym is the leader in transforming clinical language into actionable information, which can remove
inefficiencies that add billions to the cost of care. By combining industry-leading technology with
clinical expertise and a deep understanding of medical language, Nym is able to accurately decode
medical charts in a way that is fast, explainable, and compliant across multiple specialties in both
outpatient and inpatient care settings.

The Nym engine translates provider notes within patient charts into diagnostic and billing charge codes
in a matter of seconds, with over 95 percent accuracy and absolutely zero human intervention. Nym’s
medical coding engine also delivers audit-ready, traceable documentation for every code it generates,
ensuring total visibility into coding rationale. Nym’s solution can be quickly deployed and scaled based
on volume and workflow needs, easing administrative burdens and allowing clinical teams to spend
more time focused on patient care.

At Nym, the future is bright. Our engine currently processes over 5.5 million charts annually in more
than 250 healthcare facilities across the US, enabling clinical and administrative teams to spend more
time focused on patient care. We are backed by top-tier VCs and growing rapidly, with offices in New
York City and Tel Aviv.

Education Session Offerings:
The Future of RCM - Autonomous Medical Coding

● Discuss the possibilities and limitations of an autonomous medical engine
● Discuss how AI is reshaping the future of medical coding

How to Develop Your Autonomous Coding Playbook
● Evaluate the strengths, and weaknesses of autonomous coding and learn the keys to optimal

implementation and utilization
● Craft your autonomous coding playbook from capability evaluation to internal change

management

Autonomous Medical Coding In Action
● Learn how to avoid costly implementation mistakes
● Valuable lessons learned from customer case studies

For more information, please contact:
Barbi Elmore, Director of Product Management at Nym
barbi@nymhealth.com
770-712-6883
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